
Using Engineered Bacteria to
Detect Viruses in Wastewater

The COVID-19 pandemic
revealed a gap in our
ability to track and stop
the spread of infectious
diseases. During the
pandemic, wastewater
monitoring helped 
track COVID-19 
infection rates. 
Now, with funding from
the National Science
Foundation, a Rice
University research
team is engineering
bacteria to sustainably
and continuously
monitor wastewater 
for viruses.

Why look for viruses in wastewater? Viruses are shed when a person is sick.
These viruses can be found in wastewater from sick people using toilets, sinks,
and washing machines connected to the municipal water supply. Scientists can
test this wastewater and identify viruses when the virus levels are high enough.
High virus levels may point to an outbreak. This data can identify communities
in need of screening to identify the source of a disease outbreak — before it
can infect more people. Early screening can help communities enhance their
awareness and preparedness.

What are genetically engineered bacteria, and how are they made?  When
the genetic material of bacteria is altered, either by introducing genes from
another organism or modifying the bacteria’s existing genes, it is genetically
engineered. Genetic engineering can enhance an organism’s capabilities
beyond what is normal or add new abilities. When researchers genetically
engineer bacteria to detect viruses in wastewater, they engineer the bacteria to
emit an electrical current when it senses key components of a virus (for
example, a COVID-19 spike protein). 

What is this technology being used for, and why? Engineered bacteria hold a
lot of potential for use in biotechnology, medicine, and environmental
applications. For the project at Rice University, scientists are manipulating
bacteria to sense viruses in wastewater (see picture below).
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